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Introduction
We acknowledge that this conference series is being held on the traditional
territory of the Neutral, Anishnaabe, and Haudenosaunee peoples. This land is
also governed by the Haldimand Tract, which extends to 6 miles on either side of
the Grand River, from the mouth at Lake Eerie, to the source at Flesherton/Maple
Valley. This land was promised to the Haudenosaunee people, who now have
access to less than 5% of it.
About the Conference Series
This project aims to ensure that students graduating from social work programs,
and other disciplines in Canada, gain a clearer understanding of historical forces
that have shaped current policies and programs in Canada. It is our utmost
pleasure to provide a space for all to explore a meaningful connection to the
stories of peoples who have engaged with social wok practice and to reflect, with
sensitivity, about their own place and role in history. We will critically examine
social welfare work histories and the complex questions facing social work in the
21st century. The conference aims to connect and mobilize knowledge around
uncovering hidden stories as well as moving forward relative to more thoughtful
and mutually beneficial social policies and practices in Canada.
Acknowledgements
This project was conceptualized by Dr. Ginette Lafrenière, Dr. Sandy Hoy, Dr.
Kathy Hogarth, Dr. Tim Leduc, Dr. Tarah Brookfield, Dr. Kathy Absolon-King, and
Elder Banakonda Kennedy-Kish Bell.
We would like to thank our keynote speakers and workshop presenters for their
generosity of time and expertise in enhancing the intellectual rigour of this
conference.
We would also like to thank the volunteers and placement students for donating
their time to organizing and planning this event.
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What to Expect
Getting to the Events
All three events are hosted at three different university campuses and are easily
accessed by buses, car and train. There are maps of each campus with the list of
rooms that will help you find each location which you seek. There will also be
signage posted around each campus location the day of the events. Below are
some helpful tips to getting to each location:
Brantford: The main campus is located at 73 George Street, Brantford and just a
few minutes from the bus terminal in Brantford, which makes it easy to access if
you are taking a bus. For a full bus schedule, visit the Brantford Transit here:
http://www.brantford.ca/residents/roadstransportation/public_transit/Pages/defa
ult.aspx
Coming from outside of Brantford by car, the directions can be found on the
Wilfrid Laurier University website here: https://www.wlu.ca/about/locationsmaps-and-parking/directions.html
There are some trains that you can take from Toronto to Brantford. For more
details, visit GO Transit:
http://www.gotransit.com/timetables/en/schedules/triplinx_planner.aspx
Kitchener: The Faculty of Social Work is located in the Lyle S. Hallman building at
120 Duke Street West, Kitchener. The Charles Street bus terminal is 5 minutes
away from the campus, which is located behind the Kitchener City Hall. GO
busses stop at this bus terminal. For the bus schedule in Kitchener, visit:
http://web.grt.ca/hastinfoweb/travelplans
Coming from outside of Kitchener by car, you can use the following directions:
 Take the 401 west towards London.
 Take exit 278 to Highway 8 west (toward Kitchener/Waterloo).
 Take the King Street/Downtown exit (slight left)
 Turn right onto Montgomery Rd.
 Turn left onto Weber St. E.
 Turn left onto College St. The university campus will be on your left-hand
side
The VIA rail and GO trains come into the Victoria Street station, which is a 7
minute walk from the campus. For more details, visit GO Transit:
http://www.gotransit.com/timetables/en/schedules/triplinx_planner.aspx
Waterloo: Renison University College is located at 240 Westmount Rd. N,
Waterloo. The University of Waterloo main campus has a bus terminal located
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about a 10 minute walk from Renison (main bus terminal is located in front of
Davis Centre). For the bus schedule in Waterloo, visit:
http://web.grt.ca/hastinfoweb/travelplans
Coming from outside of Waterloo by car, the directions can be found on the
University of Waterloo website: https://uwaterloo.ca/about/how-find-us/mapsand-directions
Room Locations, Parking and Accessibility
For each map below, the accessibility to rooms and buildings have been
highlighted with a red square. Parking is indicated with a green P. There are costs
related to parking during the day on campuses. Costs range between $5-10 for
the day. City parking is available in Kitchener and costs between $10-15 for the
day. There is free parking on main streets for 2 hours.
If you have any accommodation requests or inquiries, such as room accessibility
or accessible format of presentations, please direct them to Laura at
lcoakley@wlu.ca.
Brantford
Campus
Map
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Kitchener Campus Map
The Lyle S. Hallman Faculty of Social Work is indicated with the red pin, just behind Kitchener City
Hall. For accessibility, the rear door in the parking lot leads to an elevator in the doorway.
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Renison Campus Map

LGBTQ+ Safe Space
There are gender neutral bathrooms located at all three events. At Laurier
Brantford, there is a gender neutral washroom in the Research and Academic
Centre; at the Faculty of Social Work, there is a gender neutral and wheelchair
accessible washroom on the first floor outside the Auditorium; at Renison
University College, there are several gender neutral and wheelchair accessible
washrooms on the first floor.
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Tuesday October 24th
Laurier Brantford
8:00 am
8:30

Registration- please sign in at the entrance
Opening Ceremony
Session 1a:
Rachel Simon
KAIROS Blanket Exercise

9:00

10:30

11:45

Session 1b:
Kathy Hogarth
Engaging the Benevolence Narrative Construction of Canada’s Racialized
Population
Through this presentation I will challenge the myth that Canada is a racially
benevolent and tolerant state by foregrounding issues of historical and
systemic racism against racialized peoples and its everyday effects. The
presentation is aimed at unsettling the origins of Canada’s racist history and
collusion of various social institutions in the perpetuation of the trope of ‘Black
dangerousness’, the “Arab terror” and other such constructions. Police
brutality and criminalization of blackness are vivid examples of the impact
such constructions of blackness continue to have in Canadian society. Further
it will interrogate traditional institutions of racialized research that largely
ignore the disparate social and political exposures confronting people of colour,
such as residential and occupational segregation, racial profiling, tokenism,
discrimination, racism, and the consequential physiological and psychological
effects flowing from the macro and micro effects of such interactions and
intersectionalities.
Session 2:
Tim Leduc (Keynote Speaker)
“Let Us Continue Free as the Air”: Reconciling Social Work Education to
Indigenous Lands
Social work is being challenged to situate its values, theories, and practice
within the lands it finds itself on, in Canada and Turtle Island. This
presentation considers the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) calls
for change from the perspective of how social workers are educated in relation
to the land, from Indigenous views on its violent colonial conversions to the
land’s role in healing. The discussion is grounded in a course I teach on
Reconciliation and Indigenous-Social Work Relations that is situated on the
Haudenosaunee lands of the Grand River in southern Ontario; a land where
Canada’s first residential school is to be found and which pre-dates the
nation’s 150 years. Engaging places on these lands can allow social work
students to re-consider their vocation in relation to a truth-telling process that
is a first step for re-learning good relations with Indigenous nations and land.
Lunch & Poster Exhibit

73 George
St.
Brantford
Mall
Outside Site
TBA (OD200
if it rains)
Mall

Odeon 200
(OD200)

SCJ 127

Mall
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1:30

2:30

Session 3a:
Ben Carniol & Banakonda Kennedy-Kish (Bell)
Legacies in Social Welfare: Reflections by an Indigenous Elder & an Ally-Part I
Our vision is to be a part of changing the prevailing narratives. Such as,
narratives that emphasize Canada's 150 years, that attempt to erase
Indigenous life on Turtle Island for thousands of years. During those
thousands of years, Indigenous Nations lived in a respectful relationship with
the land and all of life. The cultural and spiritual understandings of
interdependence produced knowledge and ceremonies and life ways that
recognized and celebrated place, belonging and relationship with and in
creation. All this changed when European settlers invaded the Americas,
inflicting massacres on Indigenous people, as a means of stealing land. An
early Treaty was the Two Row Wampum Covenant, stating that Indigenous
people and settlers would live in mutual friendship and peace alongside each
other. Settlers willfully violated this agreement by imposing their values of
competition, wealth acquisition, and individualism upon Indigenous lives.
Settlers used their police, their military, and their laws to force Indigenous
communities onto tiny tracts of land.
Session 3b:
Ameil Joseph
Overseers of Violence: Big Data & the Role of the Social Worker
Big data collection and use is neither novel nor contemporary, this research
explores historical uses of big data for colonial nation building, and the use of
scientific and medical experimentation on marginalized and oppressed groups
to generate knowledge congruent with the aims of conquest, appropriation,
and segregation. The social role of Overseer (the title used for those who
administered relief to the poor as embowed by the Act for the Relief of the
Poor 1597 in England or the poor laws and qua slave overseers) is explored for
its functional service to the maintenance of the practice of using large
quantitative analyses to distance projects of violence from the bodies they
exploit. Social work is identified as having a common role to the overseer,
supervisor to those excluded from the lines of social mobility and those who
administer relief to the poor.
Through an examination of two recent cases of big data rationalized public
service expenditures in community mental health, disability and social
services, as well as historical cases of big data usage in public and social
services and governance, the processes of exploitation of socially
marginalized, racialized and Othered people is exposed.
Session 4a:
Banakonda Kennedy– Kish (Bell) & Ben Carniol
Legacies in Social Welfare: Reflections by an Indigenous Elder & an Ally-Part II
Today it is becoming better known how settlers deployed Residential Schools
and their Child Welfare Removal Systems to further harm Indigenous
communities, families and culture, as a means of continual land acquisition.
Meanwhile, settler companies are enriching themselves by polluting and
desecrating the land though the extraction of oil, gas, other minerals, timber,
and carrying out hydro projects, pipelines etc. on our territories without our
consent.
While settler society in Canada has developed health, educational, and social
programs, history shows that these programs were reluctantly funded by
settler governments.
Once these truths become widely known, new more truthful narratives can be
built to facilitate respectful relationships and experiences that provide a
foundation for new understanding and knowledge about how to respect all of

SCJ 127

Research &
Academic
Centre–West
(RCW 203)

SCJ 127
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creation. Such knowledge may facilitate our engagement in action for settlers
to make amends for previous and ongoing thefts and abuses, to work towards
social/economic/environmental justice for all.

2:30

6:00

Session 4b:
Craig Fortier
The Settler Colonialism of Social Work & the Social Work of
Settler Colonialism
In this paper I argue that the consolidation of the profession of social work in
Canada was critical to the settler colonial project. In parallel to the rise of the
modern police force, the accounting bureaucracy and the colonial legal
apparatus, the social work profession is a foundational component to the
creation and expansion of the settler state. Through a historical review of the
origins of social work and its professionalization in Canada, we show how
contemporary social work and social service provision remain circumscribed by
the logics of conquest, extraction, apprehension, management, and
pacification that advance the settler project and seek to secure settler
futurity.
Evening Event :
Arts-based Discussion
Bill Ivy, Cara Loft,
Sarah Gartshore, Lois Apaquash, Bill Sanders & Ginette Lafrenière
This event will take place at the Faculty of Social Work in Kitchener, ON
Join us for a discussion on the impact of arts-based media on social
development and social justice initiatives. Sarah Gartshore, Lois Apaquash and
Bill Sanders will perform excerpts of Sarah’s play Debwewin* (Truth). Bill Ivy
will present his work on photographing nursing mothers for over 25 years.
Cara Loft will present her exhibit on indigenous activists over the centuries.
Ginette Lafrenière will screen a segment of two documentaries which the
Manulife Centre for Community Health Research produced in collaboration with
various community partners. Artists will engage a dialogue with the audience
on how their respective artistic mediums honour vulnerable voices and
narratives in community.

Research &
Academic
Centre–West
(RCW 203)

Auditorium –
120 Duke St.
W Kitchener,
ON

*The Debwewin signifies that the land and its Indigenous people have a
relationship that stretches back much further than the 150 years that many
Canadians are celebrating in 2017. The Debwewin is that Canada, as we know
it, is at a powerful beginning. The next short 150 years will be shaped, in part,
by this time of truth telling as we navigate our way towards reconciliation.
Debwewin is Sarah Gartshore’s humble offering to the rising collective
Indigenous call to action that must begin with the Truth.
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Wednesday October 25th
Faculty of Social Work
8:00 am
8:30

9:00

10:30

Registration
Opening Ceremony
Session 1:
Alvin Finkel (Keynote Speaker)
Social Workers as Agents of the State and as Radical Critics of the State:
Historical Analysis of How Casework Caused Conversions
Alvin will focus on issues where social workers attitudes changed during the
post-war period to make them effective critics of the individualist philosophy
behind casework and issues where social work remained tied to uncritical,
modernist, individualist, pro-capitalist thinking. In the former category he will
discuss healthcare, where social workers began by dispensing advice about
individual care and ended up becoming one of the two most effective groups in
convincing the Conservative-dominated Hall Commission that universal Medicare
was the best route for Canada to take, and daycare, where social workers went
from being advocates of mother-in-the-home to universal daycare. In the latter,
Alvin will discuss poverty and children's care where social work casework
continued to reinforce individualist judgments of "fitness" for mothering and
survival and to downplay both social determinants of mental health and the
need for community struggles to address social issues with individual
manifestations.
Session 2a:
Esther Amoako
Objects to Subjects: Exploration of HIV/AIDS Activism in the African, Caribbean
& Black Community in Ontario
Worldwide, HIV/AIDS activists continue to initiate, advocate and implement
programs and services for people infected and affected by the virus. In Ontario
and across Canada, the African, Caribbean and Black (ACB) community
continues to champion efforts with stakeholders to develop the community’s
HIV/AIDS response. Given the ACB’s significant contribution to advocacy, policy
change and research in Ontario, there has been relatively little scholarly
information about HIV/AIDS activism about their efforts. This presentation will
discuss key aspects of ACB HIV/AIDS activism in Ontario highlighting how the
community transitioned from objects to subjects in HIV/AIDs prevention,
treatment and support in Ontario.

120 Duke St.
W
Kitchener
1st Floor
Auditorium

Auditorium

Room 210

Continued on next page
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10:30

11:30

12:45

Session 2b:
Kristina Llewellyn, Tony Smith and Jennifer Llewellyn
Digital Oral Histories for Reconciliation: The Nova Scotia Home for Coloured
Children History Education Initiative (DOHR)
DOHR is a project that creates and assesses virtual reality oral histories for
students to address the historical harms of racism stemming from the Nova
Scotia Home for Colored Children (NSHCC). The NSHCC opened in 1921 as a
welfare institution for black children who were segregated from white-only
welfare institutions. Residents suffered the effects of racism and abuse during
the almost 70 years of its operation. In 2014, NS Premier McNeil apologized to
the former residents and committed to a public inquiry. A goal of the Inquiry is
to educate the public about the experiences of former residents to support
reconciliation between African Nova Scotians and other Nova Scotians. In this
presentation, Tony Smith, an activist and former resident of the NSHCC, will
talk about his experiences and the legacy of the home for the African Nova
Scotian community. Jennifer Llewellyn, a renowned expert in restorative justice,
will discuss the ground-breaking work of the Restorative Inquiry. Kristina
Llewellyn, director of DOHR, will address the need for history education to
redress the legacy of social welfare harms.

Lunch & Poster Exhibit

Auditorium

Room 108

Session 3a:
Thanh Campbell
Lost & Found: Story of Orphan 32
Thanh Campbell was born in Vietnam and came over to Canada as part of the
last flight out of Saigon in 1975 with 56 other orphan children. Thanh was
adopted in to the family of Rev. William and Maureen Campbell. Thanh became
the youngest of the six Campbell children. In the recent past, Thanh reunited
with many of the children that flew over with him back in 1975 as war orphans.

Auditorium

Session 3b:
Ciann L. Wilson
Black and Aboriginal Allyship & Tensions on Turtle Island
This discussion will explore and complicate conversations around Black and
Aboriginal allyship and community mobilizing on Turtle Island. The discussion
will begin with a historical take on the countless moments of Black and
Aboriginal mobilizing throughout the history of the Americas as examples of the
great promise of this cross-community work for our collective health and
wellbeing. I will then complicate this conversation by looking at the ways in
which anti-black racism operates within many Indigenous communities and how
African diasporic peoples partake in the erasure of Indigenous peoples in settler
societies. Further, I will explore the violence experienced by people mixed with
both African diasporic and Indigenous ancestry. I contend with questions: What
are the possibilities for and challenges of cross-community collaborations
between Black and Indigenous communities? What does truth and reconciliation
mean to, and how is it operationalized for Aboriginal, African diasporic and
mixed Black-Indigenous peoples in the Canadian nation-state?

Room 210
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1:45

Session 4a:
Cynthia Comacchio
These Little Ones: 150 Years of Child Welfare in Canada
By the opening years of what was to be "Canada's Century" and "The Century of
the Child," child welfare advocates were campaigning for state involvement to
ensure the best interests of the most subordinate, children, whose only rights
were those that adults permitted them. All children deserved protection from
neglect, abuse, and exploitation, material deprivation, ill health and ignorance.
The welfare of "these little ones" was fundamental to the nation-building defined
at Confederation. During the first half of the twentieth century, much of the
modern child-saving program was managed by social work professionals under
the authority of the state. Yet much of what remains to be done, especially for
Indigenous children, has only recently begun to be addressed. This paper will
consider the evolution in child welfare ideals, policies and practices since 1867,
with a view to changes and continuities over 150 years of rapid, intensive, and
accelerating sociocultural change.
Session 4b:
Jade Pichette
Historical and Local Exploration of LGBQ+ and Trans communities
Social workers have a mixed history with LGBTQ2+ communities. At times they
have acted as the agents of change helping to provide support, while at others
they have been the hand of oppression on the community from removal of
children from LGBTQ2+ homes to reparative therapy trying to deny gender and
sexual minorities their sense of self. Utilizing selections from the Canadian
Lesbian + Gay Archives collections we will delve into segments of those histories
and the community responses to them.

2:45

Session 5:
Geoffrey Reaume
History of Mad People Since the 19th Century
This presentation will discuss the social histories of mad people since the 1840s
in what is now Ontario, as well as placing this history in a wider context beyond
this province with reference to histories further afield. The purpose of the talk
will be to discuss the importance of understanding Mad People's History as
integral to the history of social welfare policies and practices. This presentation
will focus in particular on the need to ensure that the legacies of previously
forgotten people are included in discussions of what we learn about the past.

Auditorium

Room 210

Auditorium

Continued on next page
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3:45

Session 6b:
Keely Phillips
Embracing Peer Support & Lived Experience Perspectives in
Mental Health Services
The presentation will discuss value of mental health and addictions peer support
and lived experience perspectives, the barriers that people with lived
experiences face when working in the mental health system, and how social
workers can embrace lived experience perspectives in their work.
Session 6c:
Tarah Brookfield
Performing Respectability: Orphans & the Public Gaze in 19th & 20th Century
Ontario
Public performances have long been part of an orphan’s expected duty. From
orphan train assemblies to foster child commercials to having children advertise
their availability for adoption on the runway, orphaned and other children in
care temporarily shed their community invisibility to be posed, adorned, and
otherwise made appealing by their institutional caregivers for short-lived public
appearances. In these performances, the children’s carefully constructed images
and script are meant to demonstrate the transformative good work of child
welfare reforms. Tarah’s paper will be based on an analysis of images and
rhetoric surrounding the staged public appearances of children from orphanages
in Brantford and Hamilton. Captured in photos or on stage, respectability was
best embodied in the children’s tidy appearance, obedience, evidence of faith,
appropriate gendered behavior, and sometimes a talent for entertaining. For the
indigenous children housed in these institutions, the performances also include
exhibitions of settler language, faith and fashion. Occasional glimpses of
uncooperative behavior or individual personas reveal signs of successful
resistance to orphans’ assigned role.
Special Evening Event Wednesday October 25th
Trailblazing – Women in Canada since 1867
All conference participants will receive a reduced rate of admission to this
exhibit between 5:30-7:00pm on Wednesday, October 25 th. By presenting your
conference registration ticket for any of the events during the Legacies of Social
Welfare Work in Canada: Conference Series, you will be able to enter into the
museum for $5.50. For details on the exhibit, please see below or visit the
Museum’s website at http://www.waterlooregionmuseum.ca.
What has it meant to be a woman in Canada throughout its 150 year history?
This nationally travelling exhibit, created and toured by the Waterloo Region
Museum, explores how women have transformed Canadian politics, work, and
everyday life. Trailblazing highlights the experiences of women - mothers,
sisters, daughters, partners, and friends - from all walks of Canadian life.
The exhibit also examines work that still needs to be done in the 21st century
with respect to women's rights, different experiences based on race, class and
ethnicity, and the experiences of the 'everyday' woman. Waterloo Region
Museum is working with a group of advisors - womens' history professors - from
the University of Waterloo. Input from the public and various groups from
across Canada are also influencing the design and content of the exhibit.
This project is funded in part by the Government of Canada.
Project Partners: Waterloo Region Museum, Department of Canadian
Heritage / Museums Assistance Program.

Room 108

Auditorium

Waterloo
Region Museum
10 Huron Rd,
Kitchener
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Thursday October 26th
Renison University College
8:00 am
8:30
9:00

10:30

12:10

Registration
Opening Ceremony
Session 1:
Colleen Lundy (Keynote Speaker)
100 Years of Social Work in Canada: Challenges of a Profession Dedicated to
Social Justice
For over 100 years, social workers have been committed to social justice, human
rights and peace and have been central in the development of the welfare state.
Social work has also maintained an international focus and is the only profession
with a formal connection to the United Nations. An historical account of social
work's response to changing social, political and economic conditions informs the
dilemmas and challenges that the profession faces to-day and provides an
understanding of the difficulties and contradictions facing a profession such as
social work.
Session 2a:
Cara Loft & Kathy Absolon-King
KAIROS Blanket Exercise
40 people maximum
Session 2b:
Lori Oschefski
Breaking the Silence: A History of the British Home Children in Canada
With her many years of research and experience working with former British
Home Children, Lori will present on the history of British Home Children in
Canada, providing an overview of the international context of Home Children in
Australia and New Zealand, and the social policy that existed around these
children in the 19th and early 20th century in Canada. Lori will use a number of
personal stories from these children that she has interviewed and worked with to
explore different types of treatment these children underwent. She will also
examine the management and distribution of the British Home Children and the
circumstances of which they faced coming into Canada from England.
Lunch & Poster Exhibit
Session 3a:
Ginette Lafrenière
"Ties that Bind": A Brief History of Gendered Violence at Wilfrid Laurier University
(1926-1999)
Gendered violence on university campuses is a topic which preoccupies all
Canadian university administrators, faculty, staff and students. Universities are
adapting policies and responses to gendered and sexual violence given media and
State pressures to do so. Dr. Lafrenière’s presentation on the history of gendered

240
Westmount
Rd. N
Waterloo
Link
Atrium

Atrium

Room 0401

Room 0402

Atrium

Room 0401
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1:30

violence at Wilfrid Laurier University is informed by research which she conducted
between 2012 and 2015 in collaboration with the Sexual Assault Support Centre
of Waterloo Region. The “Change Project" was a pivotal project which influenced
the ways in which WLU addresses gendered and sexual violence on campus. Dr.
Lafrenière’s presentation explores through student newspaper archives (The
Cord), the history of gendered and sexual violence from the 1920's to the
1990's. She then draws common denominators between the research conducted
via the Change Project and the archives which she and her team reviewed
between April - October 2017. Interesting parallels and lessons will be discussed
in an interactive platform with audience members.
Session 3b:
Wendy Fletcher
Inter-connectedness of Social Welfare with Indigenous Life
Wendy will use her background in social construction of identity and the impact of
colonization to present on the ways in which government agency/ies have defined
indigenous experience and capacity. Bringing her experience of living in the world
of the colonizer and among the communities of the colonized to bear on her
analysis, her paper will explore the historical inter-connectedness of social welfare
with indigenous life in both the rural and urban contexts with particular reference
to education, including residential schools. The ways in which social work theory
have reinforced the marginalization and limitation of indigenous persons will be
discussed, as well a possible response which intends to facilitate the journey out
of the colonizing narratives of our past.
Session 4a:
Karen Stote
Eugenics, Public Health & the Coerced Sterilization of Indigenous Women in
Canada
During the 1900s eugenics gained favour as a means of controlling the birth rate
among “undesirable” populations in Canada. Though many people were targeted,
the coercive sterilization of one group has gone largely unnoticed. This talk
unpacks long-buried archival evidence to begin documenting the coerced
sterilization of Indigenous women in Canada. Grounding this evidence within the
context of colonialism, violence against Indigenous women and the denial of
Indigenous sovereignty, I argue coercive sterilization must be considered in
relation to the larger goals of Indian policy — to gain access to Indigenous lands
and resources while reducing the numbers of those to whom the federal
government has obligations.

2:30

Session 4b:
Lianne Leddy
The Indian Homemakers’ Club: A Case Study of Social Work, Indian Affairs, &
Anishinaabe Kwewag
Leddy will be discussing the links between the Department of Indian Affairs and
social work by examining the Indian Homemakers' Club in Anishinaabe
communities in Ontario. The establishment of Homemakers' Clubs was
encouraged by the Department of Indian Affairs and social work staff at a time
when Euro-Canadian notions of domesticity excluded Indigenous women's
experiences. Leddy will center her presentation around Anishinaabe women and
their involvement in the Club, highlighting their responses to social workers' and

Room 0402

Room 0401

Room 0402
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DIA threats and interventions in their lives. As Canada celebrates 150 years of
statehood, Leddy will highlight the devastating impact colonial policies have had
on Indigenous communities.

3:30

Session 5a:
Kathy Absolon –King
Looking Back & Moving Forward
Kathy will speak from her 30 years experiences as an Anishinaabe social worker.
She will share her perspectives, experiences of the journey and path making of
Indigenous social work practice and education: where we've come from, where we
are and where we are going. Kathy will discuss how indigenous methodologies
and Indigenous academic work have been left out of Western scientific
knowledge, which is reflected in the education system of today. She will share
how Indigenous methodologies are guided by Indigenous principles and contexts
are relational, inter-relational and interdependent with Indigenous ways of life.
Finally, Kathy will close by exploring how she brings Indigenous methodologies
into her practice, research and teaching within social work education and
practice.
Session 5b:
Sandy Hoy
What Remains: Stories from the Waterloo County Poorhouse 1869-1957
Did you know poorhouses existed across Ontario in the 1800s and 1900s? Houses
of Industry and Refuge as they were called were among the first government
funded institutions that provided shelter, food, and medical assistance to people
who had nowhere else to go: the unemployed, people with disabilities, those
facing mental health challenges, pregnant women, mothers and children, people
who were sick, and older adults.
Join us to explore the stories we have uncovered about some of the thousands of
people that lived, worked and died in the Waterloo County Poorhouse (18691950s). We will also explore the legacies of the poorhouse that remain in our
policies, practices and commonly held beliefs of poverty today.

Room 0401

Room 0402
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Speakers Bios
KATHY ABSOLON-KING
Kathy is Anishinabe kwe from Flying Post First Nation and an Associate Professor
within the Indigenous Field of Study at Wilfrid Laurier University. She received her
PhD from OISE in 2008. Her knowledge bundles are informed by Indigenous
worldview, relationship to the land and colonization. She carries knowledge in
Indigenous wholistic thought, Indigenous research methodologies and Indigenous
social work education. She published the book, "Kaandossiwin: How We Come to
Know" (Fernwood, 2011) in which she examines the work of Indigenous scholars
who utilize Indigenous worldviews in their search for knowing. Kathy is currently
working on a project called “Resistance & Resilience: Stories of strength & hope” –
a series of films that speak to the intergenerational trauma and intergenerational
resilience from the legacies of residential schools. She is also working on a project
called “Walking the Prevention Circle, an engagement of research partnerships with
Indigenous communities to understand the cycle of violence”. Kathy is one of the
Indigenous research leads and provides support to community-based researchers.
Kathy will be presenting on Thursday October 26 on “Looking Back and Moving
Forward”.

CRAIG FORTIER
Craig Fortier is an Assistant Professor in Social Development Studies at Renison
University College. He holds a PhD in Sociology from York University. Craig has
participated in movements for migrant justice and in support of Indigenous
sovereignty for over a decade in Toronto, Three Fires Confederacy,
Haudenosaunee, and Huron-Wyandot territories. His dissertation looks at how
anti-authoritarian movements learn, imagine, and practice processes of
unsettling and decolonizing. Craig will speak on Tuesday, October 24, on “The
Settler Colonialism of Social Work and the Social Work of Settler Colonialism”.

AMEIL JOSEPH
Ameil is currently a professor in the School of Social Work at McMaster
University. His research areas include critical mental health, postcolonial
theory, critical race theory, and critical disability studies. He has carried
out a wealth of research and work on the historical production of ideas
about difference, normalcy, sexuality, eugenics, race, and ability and
mental "illness". He has written about social workers and how they
influence and support vulnerable populations. Ameil has spoken
extensively about the historic importance of learning and teaching
eugenics as well as racial colonialism and tracing it to today's society.
Recently, he published "Deportation and the Confluence of Violence
within Forensic Mental Health and Immigration Systems" (2015). Ameil
will speak on October 24 on “Overseers of Violence: Big Data & the Role
of the Social Worker”.
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BEN CARNIOL
Ben Carniol has worked on issues of social justice, progressive social change, and
social services for over forty years. He is Professor Emeritus at Ryerson University
where from 2003 until 2016, he was program co-ordinator for the Ryerson - First
Nations Technical Institute Social Work Program, He is now Scholar-in-Residence at
Laurier University's Lyle S. Hallman Faculty of Social Work’s Indigenous Field of
Study. The Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work has awarded him an
honorary life membership for distinguished contributions to social work education in
Canada. He is author of six editions of Case Critical: Social Services and Social
Justice in Canada. For its seventh edition, published this year by Between the Lines
Books, he is joined by co-authors Banakonda Kennedy Kish (Bell), Raven Sinclair,
and Donna Baines. Ben will speak on Tuesday October 24 on “Legacies of Social
Welfare: Reflections by an Indigenous Elder and an Ally: Part 1”.

BANAKONDA KENNEDY–KISH BELL
Banakonda Kennedy-Kish (Bell) is Elder-in-Residence at Laurier University’s
Lyle S. Hallman Masters of Social Work program, in the Indigenous Field of
Studies. Her Indigenous name is Awnjibinayseekwe. She is a Bear Clan, Third
Degree Midiiwin, Ojibway Traditional Medicine Society, 1972-present,
Traditional knowledge Keeping, includes Teachings, Ceremonies and the
Medicines. In addition to being an Indigenous Elder, she is also an Indigenous
cultural advisor, teacher, curriculum developer, trainer, and Traditional
Practitioner, serving Indigenous communities for over forty years. She has
travelled to other counties, including Peru, Chile, and South Africa as a
keynote speaker and workshop leader. She is a co-author of Case Critical:
Social Services and Social Justice in Canada (2017, Between the Lines
Publishers) and also of a chapter of Social Work Ethics: Progressive, Practical
and Relational Approaches (2017, Oxford University Press). Banakonda will
speak on Tuesday October 24 on “Legacies of Social Welfare: Reflections by
an Indigenous Elder and an Ally: Part 2”.

ALVIN FINKEL
Alvin is a professor of History at Athabasca University. He has written
extensively on labour, social reform and the history of Canadians both preand post-Confederation. Some of his authored books include: Our Lives:
Canada after 1945 (Lorimer, 1997), Social Policy and Practice in Canada: A
History (Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2005), and his forthcoming book
under review, Compassion: A Global History of Social Policy. He has published
a number of articles on the history of Canadian labour, the history of
immigration in Canada, the history of the Canadian welfare state and the
history of daycare in Canada. Alvin is the keynote speaker on Wednesday
October 25. His presentation is on “Social Workers as Agents of the State and
as Radical Critics of the State: Historical Analysis of How Casework Caused
Conversions”.
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KATHY HOGARTH
Dr. Kathy Hogarth is an Associate Professor in the School of Social
Work at the Renison University College, University of Waterloo. Her
work in practice and research are aimed at a critical reflection on
systems of oppression and racism in Canada. Kathy will speak on
Tuesday, October 24, on “Engaging the benevolence narrative
construction of Canada’s racialized population”.

LORI OSCHEFSKI
Lori Oschefski is a genealogical researcher, advocate and CEO of the British
Home Children Advocacy and Research Association. Her work and advocacy
with the British Home Children has been recognized internationally for her
involvement in uncovering stories of British Home Children in Canada. In
May 2012, Lori launched the first official petition calling on the Canadian
Federal Government to formally apologize to the British Home Children and
their descendants. This initiative came after working for many years with
British Home Children survivors coming forward to speak about their
experiences and doing in-depth research on the issue. In 2016, Ms.
Oschefski represented the BHC at a Royal Garden Party held at Buckingham
Palace in England. Lori will be presenting on Thursday October 26 on
“Breaking the Silence: A History on the British Home Children in Canada”.

BILL IVY
Veteran photographer Bill Ivy is the author of thirty books including the
award-winning “A Little Wilderness, the Natural History of Toronto.” He has
been featured on many radio and television programs. An acclaimed worldclass photographer, Bill worked for the BBC on Sir David Attenborough’s
“Wild Life on One – Backyard Bandits.” His work has been featured by
organizations such as the National Geographic Society, Readers Digest,
Dreamworks, and Time-Life, just to name a few. He is an experienced
lecturer and has been widely represented in over 5000 publications
worldwide spanning a career of over four decades. Bill continues to do
photo assignments, most recently for the World Wildlife Fund and Ontario
Parks and currently is working full-time with the Nursing Moms Project. He
has been photographing nursing mothers for over 25 years. Bill is a
classical guitarist and has been married to Patricia Ivy for 34 years with
whom he has five children. Bill will be hosting his exhibit each day during
the lunch exhibits. He will also speak to his experience and work on the
Tuesday October 24 evening panel.
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TIM LEDUC
Timothy Leduc is faculty in Land-based and Indigenous Social Work at
Wilfrid Laurier University in Brantford, Ontario. He is author of the new
book A Canadian Climate of Mind (MQUP 2016) that looks at climate
change as a spiritual initiation into healing the pain at the root of modern
culture. His first book Climate, Culture, Change was short-listed for the
2012 Canada Prize in the Social Sciences. He has also worked in the area of
anti-violence and Indigenous issues related to Canadian colonialism. Tim is
our keynote speaker on Tuesday October 24. His presentation is titled “’Let
us Continue Free as the Air’: Reconciling Social Work Education to
Indigenous Lands”.

CYNTHIA COMACCHIO
Cynthia Comacchio is Professor of History, Wilfrid Laurier University. Her
research focus is children, youth, and social welfare developments in the
early twentieth century. She is the author of "Nations Are Built of
Babies": Saving Ontario's Mothers and Children, 1900-1940 (1993); The
Infinite Bonds of Family: Domesticity in Canada, 1867 to 1940 (1999);
The Dominion of Youth: Adolescence and the Making of Modern Canada,
1914 to 1950 (2006); and the forthcoming (with Neil Sutherland) Ring
Around the Maple: Growing Up in Canada, 1850 -- 1980. She is also
series editor of Interdisciplinary Studies of Childhood and Family in
Canada for Wilfrid Laurier University Press. Cynthia will present on
Wednesday October 25 on “These Little Ones: 150 Years of Child Welfare
in Canada”.

KAREN STOTE
Karen Stote is an Assistant Professor of Women and Gender Studies at Wilfrid
Laurier University. She teaches courses on the history of Indian policy and Indigenous-settler relations, feminism and the politics of decolonization, and issues of
environmental and reproductive justice. She is the author of An Act of Genocide
(Fernwood 2015). Karen will be presenting on Thursday October 26 on
“Eugenics, Public Health and the Coerced Sterilization of Indigenous Women in
Canada”.
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LIANNE LEDDY
Lianne Leddy (Anishinaabe) is a citizen of the Serpent River First Nation and
grew up in Elliot Lake, Ontario. She is an assistant professor and program
coordinator of Indigenous Studies at Wilfrid Laurier University. One of her main
areas of research is the history of Indigenous-settler relations in what is now
Canada and, in particular, she is interested in gender and environmental issues
as well as historical methods. Her SSHRC-funded research looks at Anishinaabe
women and nation building in Ontario the gendered experiences of colonialism,
and another project focuses on Indigenous peoples and northern contaminants.
Her work has appeared in the Canadian Historical Review, Oral History Forum,
and Herizons, as well as several edited collections. Lianne will speak on Thursday
October 26 on “The Indian Homemakers' Club: A Case Study of Social Work,
Indian Affairs, and Anishinaabe Kwewag”.

TARAH BROOKFIELD
Tarah Brookfield is an Associate Professor at Wilfrid Laurier University in
History and Youth and Children’s Studies. Her research focuses on
Canadian women’s political and peace activism, families and war, and the
history of adoption. She is the author of several articles and books
chapters, and one monograph, Cold War Comforts: Canadian Women,
Child Safety, and Global Insecurity (Wilfrid Laurier University Press,
2012). She is working on a new book, Women’s Right to
Vote: Redefining Democracy in Ontario. Tarah will present on
Wednesday October 25 on “Performing respectability: Orphans and the
public gaze in the 19th century and 20th century Ontario”.

CIANN L. WILSON

Ciann L. Wilson is an Assistant Professor at Wilfrid Laurier University where
her areas of interest build off her community-engaged work to include
critical race theory, anti-/de-colonial theory, African diasporic and
Indigenous community health, HIV/AIDS, sexual and reproductive wellbeing
and community-based research. Her body of work aims to utilize research as
an avenue for sharing the stories and realities of African diasporic and
Indigenous peoples and improving the health and wellbeing of these
communities.
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GEOFFREY REAUME

Geoffrey is a professor at York University, specializing in the History of
People with Disabilities, Critical Disabilities Studies and Mad People's
History. Geoffrey has contributed to several books on the history of mental
health in Canada, including being a co-editor for the book, "Mad Matters"
(2013), and his own book, "Remembrance of Patients Past: Life at the
Toronto Hospital for the Insane, 1870-1940" (2000). Geoffrey is a cofounder of the Psychiatric Survivor Archives of Toronto and creator of the
first university credit course on Mad People's History first taught in
2000. Geoffrey is presenting on Wednesday October 25 on “Histories of Mad
people since the 19th century”.

SANDY HOY
Sandy Hoy is an Assistant Professor of Social Work at Laurentian University.
Sandy's work involves a focus on community-based scholarship, program
evaluation and education related to community development, health,
gender, and child well-being. As a former Research Associate with the
Social Innovation Research Group (SIRG) at Laurier, she shares a
commitment to engaging in authentic partnerships and making research
useful to communities outside academe. The Waterloo County Poorhouse
Project is her first archival research project. Sandy will be presenting on
Thursday October 26 on “What Remains: Stories from the Waterloo County
Poorhouse 1869-1957”.

ESTHER AMOAKO
Esther Amoako has been associated with the HIV/AIDS movement in Ontario
since 1995 when she worked as the Education Coordinator of Africans in
Partnership Against AIDS (APAA) in Toronto. In 2005, she became the first
Coordinator of the African and Caribbean Council on HIV/AIDS in Ontario
(ACCHO). Esther qualified as a lawyer in Ghana in 1993 and has worked in
several capacities, including working as a Legal Officer with the Ghana Law
Reform Commission, a part time lecturer at the Faculty of Law, University of
Ghana and at the Trinity Theologian College in Ghana. In 2002, Esther founded
AIDS Alert Ghana, an NGO to promote the rights of People Living with HIV/AIDS.
Esther has a Masters Degree in Law from Queens University and a Masters
degree from York University where she studied Development studies. She is
currently a second-year social work Doctoral student at Wilfrid Laurier
University. Esther will speak on Wednesday October 25 on “Objects to Subjects:
Exploration of HIV/AIDS Activism in the African, Caribbean & Black Community
in Ontario”.
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WENDY FLETCHER
Dr. Wendy Fletcher is the President and Vice-Chancellor of Renison University
College since August 2014. Prior to her time at Renison, she served for 13 years
in a number of capacities at the Vancouver School of Theology, which is affiliated
with the University of British Columbia, as a professor, academic dean, dean,
vice-principal and, for a period of seven years, as principal. Her areas of
specialization include the intersection of culture and Christianity in the 20th
century, the history of colonization and its impact on Canadian First Nations, and
the decline of Christianity in the North American culture. She has authored a
variety of books, book chapters, and articles over the course of her career. As an
educator, she has developed special relationships with a number of First Nations
and has been adopted into two of them. Wendy will present on Thursday October
26 on “Inter-connectedness of Social Welfare with Indigenous Life”.

COLLEEN LUNDY
Colleen Lundy is an Emeritus Professor in Social Work at Carleton
University. She has co-authored a text on the History of Social Work in
Canada entitled One Hundred Years of Social Work: A History of the
Profession in English Canada 1900-2000. She has published many articles
on the topic of social work and how it related to social justice and human
rights work. One of her research interests is on social work education in
Canada and how social work practice is taught in post-secondary schools.
She has written about the important contribution of social work to social
justice and human rights in her book, Social Work and Social Justice: A
Structural Approach to Practice. She is the North America representative
on the International Federation of Social Workers Human Right
Commission. Colleen is our keynote speaker for Thursday October 26 and
will present on “100 Years of Social Work in Canada: Challenges of a
Profession Dedicated to Social Justice”.

THANH CAMPBELL
Mr. Campbell lives in Hamilton Ontario, and operates 3 businesses outside of his
speaking career. He has been asked to sit on a number of boards and
committees including McMaster Children’s Hospital new Health Centre
Fundraising Committee and the Hamilton Media Advisory Council, which
discusses the issue of diversity and multi-culturalism portrayed in the media.
Most recently Thanh has written his autobiography titled Orphan 32. Since then,
Thanh has been invited to speak at numerous Business groups, conferences and
schools across Canada as a keynote speaker sharing his story of coming to
Canada. In 2014, Mr. Campbell was awarded the Paul Harris Fellow Award a
prestigious award presented by the Rotary for those who efforts are commended
in community building. Thanh is speaking on Wednesday October 25 on “Lost &
Found: Story of Orphan 32”.
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GINETTE LAFRENIÈRE
Dr. Lafrenière received her PhD from the University of McGill’s School of
Social Work in 2005. She is the founding director of the Social Innovation
Research Group which is a research and training incubator comprised of a
multidisciplinary group of researchers dedicated to university- community
collaboration. In 2013, Dr. Lafrenière was appointed as the Director of
the Manulife Centre for Community Health Research, which is an
endowed research centre dedicated to exploring community health at a
local and global level. Her guiding philosophy is her belief that
universities should be of service to the communities in which they
operate. She is an associate professor in the Faculty of Social Work and
mentors undergraduate, Master’s, PhD and post-doctoral fellows in the
“art” of community-based research and community development. Ginette
will present October 26 on “’Ties that Bind’: A Brief History of Gendered
Violence at Wilfrid Laurier University (1926-1999)”.

CARA LOFT
Cara is a Mohawk Women from wolf clan and her home community in
Tyendinaga First Nation. She grew up just outside of London area and
graduated from Wilfrid Laurier University in 2013 with a Bachelor’s of Science
Degree in the Honour’s Health Sciences program. After university, she pursued
her post graduate degree at Humber College in International Development,
with a focus on community development in First Nations communities in
Ontario. She is an avid beader, a women’s traditional dancer and hand
drummer. Cara is passionate about supporting aboriginal youth in Canada in all
capacities possible; but currently her focus is on bolstering education,
leadership & cultural pride. Cara will be featuring her project during the lunch
exhibits each day of the conference and will be presenting her work on Tuesday
October 24 during the evening event in Kitchener.

JADE PICHETTE
Jade Pichette, MSW serves as the Volunteer + Community Outreach
Coordinator. They started at the CLGA as the Volunteer Coordinator. Jade
is an anti-oppressive educator, who has worked as an advocate in
LGBTQ2+ communities for over ten years. They have previously worked at
Kind (formerly Pink Triangle Services) in Ottawa as the Education Programs
Coordinator, and has worked with over 50 different organizations across
Ontario to develop queer and trans inclusive policies. Jade is an avid lover
of history and in particular has interest in trans and bi erasure in LGBTQ2+
communities, LGBTQ2+ Interfaith work, and continuing to challenge their
own position of white-privilege. Jade will present October 25 on
“Community Responses to Support and Oppression of the LGBTQ+
Communities”.
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KEELY PHILLIPS
Keely Phillips, MSW, is the Manager of Self Help Services at CMHA
Waterloo Wellington. Self Help is a consumer-survivor led service
offering a variety of peer support services in Guelph, Kitchener, and
Cambridge and working to expand the presence of peer support
throughout the mental health and addictions system. Self Help also
undertakes research related to strengthening the practices and
integrity of peer support and lived experience perspectives, recently
exploring how to best implement peer roles within traditional mental
health services. In her work Keely draws from her lived experience
of a mental health issue in addition to experiences as a researcher
and peer worker. Keely will be presenting on Wednesday October 25
on “Embracing Peer Support and Lived Experience Perspectives in
Mental Health Services”.

Tony Smith
Tony Smith has spent most of his adult life helping people who are
marginalized—those in the child welfare system or the criminal justice
system, and those who struggle with mental illness and addictions. He is
best known for his work advocating for those who suffered abuse and
neglect at the Nova Scotia Home for Colored Children (NSHCC). In 2012,
Tony and other former NSHCC residents co-founded the Victims of
Institutional Child Exploitation Society (VOICES), a support and advocacy
group. Tony and the VOICES executive led the call for a public inquiry into
the NSHCC, which the province initiated in 2014. They also helped secure
class-action settlements with the NSHCC and the provincial government,
both of whom offered public apologies to the former residents. Tony was a
driving force on the design team that created a Restorative Inquiry about
the Home and serves as council co-chair. Tony will be presenting on
Wednesday October 25 on “Digital Oral Histories for Reconciliation: The
Nova Scotia Home for Coloured Children History Education Initiative”.

Kristina Llewellyn
Kristina R. Llewellyn is the Director of Digital Oral Histories for
Reconciliation and an Associate Professor of Social Development
Studies at Renison University College and University of Waterloo. She is
the author of Democracy’s Angels: The Work of Women Teachers
(MQUP, 2012), co-editor of The Canadian Oral History Reader (MQUP,
2015), & co-editor of Oral History and Education: Theories, Dilemmas,
and Practices (Palgrave, 2017). Her areas of research & teaching
include educational history, history education, citizenship education, &
oral history education. For questions about the project, you may
contact her at kristina.llewellyn@uwaterloo.ca. Kristina will be
presenting on Wednesday Oct. 25 on “Digital Oral Histories for
Reconciliation: The Nova Scotia Home for Coloured Children History
Education Initiative”.
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Jennifer Llewellyn
Jennifer Llewellyn is the Viscount Bennett Professor of Law at the
Schulich School of Law, Dalhousie University. Her research is focused
on relational theory, restorative justice, truth commissions, human
rights and a restorative approach to education. Professor Llewellyn
advises on the use of a restorative approach nationally and
internationally, including as advisor to the Nova Scotia Restorative
Justice Program, the Provincial Restorative Approach in Schools Project
and the Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission. She facilitated the
design process for the Restorative Public Inquiry into the Home for
Colored Children and serves as advisor to the process. Jennifer will be
presenting on Wednesday October 25 on “Digital Oral Histories for
Reconciliation: The Nova Scotia Home for Coloured Children History
Education Initiative”.

Sarah Gartshore
Sarah Gartshore is a playwright, director, actor and
teacher who makes her home in Sudbury Ontario.
Garshore has extensive experience promoting her truth in
artistry within various artistic avenues such as Toronto’s
“Nuit Blanche”. Her play, “Survivance” has been twice
hosted by Cambrian College’s Wabnode Centre as part of
their Truth and Reconciliation Symposium. Currently
Gartshore is serving as Pat The Dog Theatre Creation’s
Playwright in Residence and developing POW!, a script
that will make its home within a broad reaching project
that highlights Indigenous youths invaluable contributions
to this time of Truth telling.
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Bill Sanders
Bill Sanders is an actor, writer and filmmaker. He has been working in the
entertainment industry in Northern Ontario for the past thirty years. He
has worked as a stand-up comedian, a lighting designer, and has directed
plays for Laurentian University and the Sudbury Theatre Centre. From
principal actor and writer for Canada’s most popular and successful
comedy mystery company, Murder by Appointment to lighting music icons
at summer festivals to running the Improv Studio; Bill is living proof that
all his world is a stage.

Lois Apaquash
Aanii, Lois Apaquash is honored to participate in this performance of
excerpts from Sarah Gartshore’s play Debwewin, which presents some
powerful truths and is also a celebration of resiliency, laughter and
expressions of joy for our good way of living and being. It is an
absolute pleasure to work with Sarah and Bill. Chii-Miigwech to Lisa
O’Connell and Ginette Lafreniere for their amazing support.
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THANK YOU TO OUR
SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS
A special thank you to all the volunteers, placement students,
co-applicants and the research team who helped organize and
plan this conference series.
We couldn’t have done it without you!
We’d love to hear from you! Send us your feedback to
Laura at lcoakley@wlu.ca. There will be a post-conference
survey available to fill out at each location.
A big thank you to our funder and all the collaborators on
this event:
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You're invited to an exclusive viewing of our new
exhibit.
Trailblazing – Women in Canada since 1867
Trailblazing tells the story of how women have transformed
Canadian politics, work, and everyday life.
Trailblazing – Women in Canada since 1867 is on exhibit now
at the Waterloo Region Museum, located at 10 Huron Road in
Kitchener, ON.
For more information regarding the Trailblazing exhibit visit
www.waterlooregionmuseum.ca or call 519-748-1914.
This exhibit was created by the Waterloo Region Museum and was
funded in part by the Government of Canada Department of Canadian
Heritage / Museums Assistance Program.
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